Decolonizing & Establishing
Eﬀec3ve Development Corpora3ons
Sep 23, 2020

Agenda Items
§

Welcome and Acknowledgement of the Territory

§

Opening Prayer

§

Presentation (45 minutes):
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

Legal Systems & DC’s
Values, principles, and mandate (purpose statement);
Performance measures and limits;
How to establish a competency matrix to recruit board members;
Shareholder and board member roles and responsibilities;
Corporate governance policies (framework review, including issue resolution, strategic planning and reporting to remain accountable);
Community advisory (to build awareness, business capacity and economic diversification, understanding, ensure effectiveness through the development
and sharing of aligned opportunities that are responsive to community needs/interests, and support good corporate governance); and
Agreements (e.g. Repayment and/or reinvestment planning).

§

Questions and Answers (15 minutes)

§

Closing Comments and Closing Prayer

Welcome
We gratefully acknowledge the opportunity to live, work
and play on the unceded territories of the Coast Salish
peoples, including the xʷməθkʷəy̓əm (musqueam),
G ətaʔɬ (tsleil-waututh)
sḵwx̱wú7mesh (squamish), səlilw̓
NaLons.
Welcome – Laara Yaghujaanas, M.A., & Mark F. Salter,
Carden ConsulLng
laara@cardenconsulLng.com
mark@cardenconsulLng.com
Ph: (604) 988-9500

Revolution from Within
§

For our team decolonizing or true self-determination, is built upon critical thoughtful reflection about
our perceptions, understandings, and world view of who we are. It is about questioning ourselves and
the world around us, and informing ourselves on how our Canadian colonial systems have come into
place in the past 150 years

§

This includes considering how we were as a peoples prior to colonization, what worked well to help us
to not just survive but to thrive since the ice age (over 15,000 years ago).

§

Then reframe based upon our indigenous ways of knowing and being and decide on what kind of world
you want to co-create for all of our people and future generations.

§

Then, plan and be the change we wish to see in the world.

Western Legal Systems

Shareholder Primacy
§

The vast majority of lawyers who are hired to assist with sedng up First NaLons development
corporaLons are not Indigenous and have liele experience with First NaLons, sedng up First NaLon
Development CorporaLons, or have an understanding of the history of Shareholder Primacy (Braeon
and Wachter, 2008).

§

As a result the failed premise by which most First NaLon development corporaLons are established are
uLlizing a western legal oﬀ the shelf template that is built around the idea of Shareholder Primacy.

§

This western template for standard corporaLons establishes board accountability only for Shareholders
is known as ‘Shareholder Primacy’, which was invented 40 years ago as a way to encourage the private
sector to take more risks, focused primarily on shareholder value (money), gave wealthy shareholders
historic levels of power, and removed the responsibility of corporaLons to their local communiLes.
This decision coincided with greater deregulaLon by governments.

§

The limits of this type of system are playing out globally at the cost of our environments, people, and
future.

Shareholder Primacy
§

As a community owned development corporation a tailored approach is needed for First Nations
development corporation planning to legally incorporate an effective DC, with support from relevant
agreements.

§

In this workshop we will share with you the key considerations that we have walked leaders through to
establish development corporations that operate in accordance with the characteristics of good
corporate governance and are accountable to leaders, community citizens, and future generations.

§

For our team decolonizing is informing and reframing your view of the world, which includes a critical
analysis of the world around us (systems, policies, and assumptions), who we were prior to
colonization, and how we wish to be in the world.

§

Our workshop today on establishing effective FN DC is focused on the responsibilities of leaders.

tablishing Effective First Nations Community Owned
evelopment Corporation
inclusion into Articles of Incorporation)

FN DC Needs
Establishing eﬀec5ve FN DC’s require that leaders (Council/Shareholders) do the important work of
ar5cula5ng the culture, needs and interests of their Na5on that is recommended to include:
1.
DC Values (aligned with those of the Na5on), principles, mandate (purpose) and mission;
2.

Performance measures and limits;

3.

Competency matrix to recruit board members;

4.

Shareholder and board member roles and responsibili5es;

5.

Corporate governance policies (framework review, including issue resolu5on, strategic planning and
repor5ng to remain accountable);

6.

Community advisory (to build awareness, business capacity and economic diversiﬁca5on,
understanding, ensure eﬀec5veness through the development and sharing of aligned opportuni5es that
are responsive to community needs/interests, and support good corporate governance); and

Agreements that support these strategic mandates from leadership (e.g. Shareholders Agreement, Business
Charter, Loan Agreement/Repayment Agreement).

What are Values and Principles?
Values are those things that are most important to us in how
we perceive and behave in the world. They developed from
our family, our communiLes, socieLes, and our experiences,
and they are unique for every single person, and society or
culture. The disLnct cultural values of First NaLons must be
the foundaLon of our organizaLons to be eﬀecLve.
Principles, onen confused with values, are the ethics and
morals by which we evaluate our acLons for their rightness or
wrongness.

4.
Knowledge
& Wisdom

1. Values

3. Ac7ons

2.
Principles
(filter)

Most First Nations have collectivist values, wherein one views the world with a priority of the group over self.
By contrast western values are individualistic, wherein one prioritizing individual needs above those of their
community.
Given that values inform behaviour it is critical that DC’s behave consistent with First Nations values.

Values Council in the 21st Century
Too often values are perceived as inconsequential to governing or operating an
organization, however 21st century leaders around the world are realizing that
organizations with a strong culture, based on shared values consistently outperform
other organizations by a huge margin with:
§

Revenue growing more than 4x faster

§

Rates of job creation growing 7x faster

§

Stock prices growing 12x faster, and

§

Profit performance 750% higher (1).

First Nations organizations are unique in Canada and these differing values must be the
foundation of our organizations if they are to be effective.

Values Development
Values (those things most important)

Definitions

First Nations community owned development corporations should also base their
values upon their own language and culture therefore, values should be defined in your
own language as much as possible.

Principles Development

Examples

Principles (right and wrong actions)

Definition

Consistent with our values

See values

Citizens engaged

Planning, and Opportunity ID, Development &
Management

Effective Business Growth, Development, and
Management

With citizens (Other limits mentioned that could be
mentioned here and echoed in corporate governance
policies include industry focus)

Sound Financial Management

Holding assets in trust for citizens and future generations,
and operating in accordance with International Financial
Reporting Standards (IFRS)

Accountability

Quarterly and Annual Reporting to Shareholders and
Community

First Nations community owned development corporations should also base their
principles upon their own customary laws and protocols in their own language as much
as possible.

Purpose / Mandate Statement
§

Use words such as “purpose,” or “intent,” to focus aFen7on to this statement as the
principal controlling idea for the DC.

§

Focus on why the DC is being established, what are the intended outcomes which
many of our FN clients have stated includes but is limited to:
i.
Crea7ng consistent and sustainable ﬁnancial beneﬁts that ensure DC
sustainability, and reinvestment into the Na7on;
ii.
Skills, training, employment, and contrac7ng opportuni7es for Na7on
ci7zens;
iii.
Sustainable development, management & protec7on of the territory;
iv.
Developing hard (e.g. Roads) & soU infrastructure (e.g. Broadband);
v.
Suppor7ng cultural revitaliza7on;
vi.
Protec7ng the use of Na7on intellectual property (e.g. Tradi7onal
Knowledge, customary law, protocols that are par7cularly important for
tourism focused DC’s); and
vii.
Na7on ci7zen capacity building (understanding, training, employment,
contrac7ng, small business development to diversity the economy and
support self-suﬃciency).

Purpose / Mandate Statement
§

Use words such as “purpose,” or “intent,” to focus attention to this statement as the
principal controlling idea for the DC.

§

Focus on why the DC is being established, what is the intended outcome (wealth
creation, as defined by the First Nation which many have stated includes but not
limited to:
§

quality of life (health status, work/life balance, education and skills, social connections,
civic engagement, environmental quality, personal security, cultural well-being,
subjective well-being); material well-being (income, wealth, employment, earnings, and
housing); sustainability of well-being (natural capital, economic capital, human capital,
and social capital).

§

Refer to the primary method(s), e.g. business development, diverse economic
development.

§

Refer to the constituents who this is intended to benefit (current and future
generations).

§

Ideally the entire purpose statement is in your own language with an English
translation following however, if it is in English we do encourage you to use your own
language and provide general working definitions.

Performance
Measures

(for inclusion into Articles of Incorporation)

Performance Measures
§

Good Performance Measures are a tool that is used to see demonstrate progress. Good performance
measures are not subjective and typically focus on clear objective measures that explicitly defines who
benefits, units of measure, collection frequency, data quality, expected outcomes (targets), and are
verifiable (e.g. #,%, or $). Those that are most effective for First Nations Governments are outcomes
focused, vs inputs, process, outcomes, or project-based measures.

§

Good performance measures allow measurement of accomplishments, not just of the work that is
performed, focus employees' attention on what matters most to success, support transparency,
accountability and good governance (including mitigating micromanaging).

§

Every measure is part of a chain of cause and effect that must link to the realization of the objective.
As such, it is important to critically reflect on what the agreed upon measure will be to ensure that the
outcome is consistent with the intent.

Performance and Control Measures
Leaders must maintain control to be eﬀecCve and the DC needs laCtude to make decisions therefore, Leadership must establish
eﬀecCve control systems that prevent meddling or micro-managing and supports an arms length relaConship.
These control systems focus aGenCon on ensuring that planned outcomes are realized, while also keeping communicaCons at the
strategic level.
Leadership must control all it must, not all it can.
Leaders (Council and Shareholders) role is strategic, and must be disciplined to determine “what” must be achieved, not “how” it
will be achieved, which includes:
§

Set strategic goals, objec0ves, and limits (ac0vi0es, conduct, methods or risks that are unacceptable); and

§

Monitor to ensure intended outcomes are realized. The most eﬀec0ve strategic monitoring is by monitoring progress through
performance measures.

Strategic goals and objecCves are set through the mandate, while limits are established in arCcles of incorporaCon and a DCs
governance policies. A community economic development plan should be completed similar to a CCP, based upon the needs and
interests of community.

CCP transformation to Strat Plan

Goals

Objectives

Tasks/
Activities
(to realize
objectives)

Perform
Measure

(monitoring)

Deadline
dates,
resp. ctr.,
resourcing

Reporting
(Quarterly &
Annually to
Shareholder
s and
Community

FN DC Performance Measure Examples
i.

Creating consistent and sustainable financial benefits
that ensure DC sustainability, and reinvestment into
the Nation;

ii.

Skills, training, employment, and contracting
opportunities for Nation citizens;

iii.

iv.

l

Sustainable development, management & protection
of the territory;

$ DC Sustainability and $ Reinvestment into the
Nation

l

Developing hard (e.g. Roads) & soft infrastructure
(e.g. Broadband);

# citizens trained, employed, retained &
transitioning into management

l

# citizens contracted and provided small business
training/support

l

Adherence to the LUP/Land Code in protection of
territory and Nation/DC IP Policy
Sustainable resource management outcomes (e.g.
net land benefits for zoned areas of development)

v.

Supporting cultural revitalization;

vi.

Protecting the use of Nation intellectual property
(e.g. Traditional Knowledge, customary law, protocols
that are particularly important for tourism focused
DC’s); and

vii.

In addition to CED Planning and Quarterly/Annual
Reporting with citizens performance measures might
be for example:

Nation citizen capacity building (understanding,
training, employment, contracting, small business
development to diversity the economy and support
self-sufficiency).

l

l

Ancillary benefits of infrastructure legacies

l

Ancillary benefits that support cultural
revitalization

Board Competency Matrix
(for inclusion into Articles of Incorporation)

FN DC Board Competency Matrix
§

A competency matrix is the broad characteristics of a team that are intended to guide recruitment that supports a DC to
realize its purpose.

§

Typically this includes a holistic set of skills that the team should possess including:
§
§
§
§
§

Financial Management skills, experience, and/or training;
Corporate law skills, experience, and/or training;
Business skills, experience and/or training;
First Nations understandings, FN DC experience; and
Business experience as it relates to the Nations industry priorities (e.g. Nations influenced heavily by the tourism industry
should have a tourism expert on the Board).

§

Leadership in establishing/reestablishing a FN DC should define what exactly this matrix should look like for their Nation.

§

Processes by which the Board is recruited are ideally through a broad call, however if FN representatives are preferred the
process should still strive to ensure that those on the Board whom they appoint authority have the skills needed for the
FN DC to realize is purpose for the benefit of current and future generations.

§

The rules of how many Nation citizens can/should be involved should be maximized but only if they have the skills to do
this important work not at the cost of the DC fulfilling its purpose.

Shareholders & the Boards’
Roles & Responsibili4es
(for inclusion into Ar3cles of Incorpora3on)

DC Shareholders & Board Roles, Responsibilities & Limits
Shareholders Roles and Responsibilities
l

l

Set the strategic direction of the DC through expanded
legal documents (Articles of Incorporation, Shareholder
Agreement &/or Business Charter) including:
l Establishing the values, principles, and purpose of the
DC;
l Purpose, Scope and Limits (including identifying
substantive issues, & outlining reporting
requirements). Limits are expanded upon in
corporate governance policies;
l Establishing Board Selection Criteria & approve legal
appointments for new Board members (based on the
agreed Shareholders defined competency matrix);
and
Monitor the Board for compliance (e.g. reporting
performance measures to achieve the DC purpose), and
collaborative development/sharing of annual plan
(optional), and if needed removing a Board member/the
Board for non-compliance.

Board Roles & Responsibilities:
l

Establishing the Mission Statement consistent with the
mandate set by the Shareholders

l

Establishing Good Corporate Governance (policies and
practices), including direction and reporting
requirements that align with those set by the
Shareholders

l

Hiring/Managing the Senior Manager

l

Monitor operational performance through the CEO
(develop/adhere to operations policies, CED Plan
(performance measures), and reporting.

Citizens

Shareholders

Board

CEO

OperaGons

Good Corporate Governance

Leadership Responsibilities for Organizational Performance
(Corporate Governance & Operating Policies)
Organizational Performance Maturity
Continuous
Improvement

Organizational Performance

Instilled Discipline
and Processes
Organizational
Infrastructure
Repeatable
Processes
Initial Process
(individualized)

(Development of
governance, operations,
and department policies
and procedures)

(betterment of outcomes
year after year)

(Adherence & monitoring
of all policies, and
measuring/reporting of
outcomes)

(start of policy
development & standards)

At the same time that we see improvements in performance there are also reductions in conflict
and entropy (ineffectiveness).

Indigenized Corporate Governance Policy Model
Governance Policy Model
Reference Policies

Governance Component

I. Board Governance –
Internal Workings of the Board

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Oath of Office
Value, Vision and Mission
Roles & Responsibilities (including lawmaking)
Code of Conduct
Conflict of Interest
Meeting and Agenda Setting
Issue Resolution
Leadership Capacity Development (Cost of
Governance)
Establishing Committees
Standing and Special Committees
Committee Reporting
Committee TOR
Monitoring Board Performance
Remuneration
Policy Approval and Amendment

Indigenized Governance Policy Model
Governance Policy Model
Governance Component

II. Relationship Between the Board and the
Senior Manager

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reference Policy
Limits of Board Authority
Senior Manager Roles & Responsibilities
Direction to the Senior Manager
Accountability of Senior Manager
Delegation to the Senior Manager
Monitoring Senior Manager Performance
Fiscal Planning Limits
Financial Conditions and Activities Limits
Compensation and Benefits Limits
Communication and Support to the Board
Reporting

Indigenized Governance Policy Model
Governance Policy Model
Governance Component
III. Relationship Between the Board,
Shareholders and Citizens

•
•
•
•
•

Reference Policy
Meetings with Shareholders & Citizens
Additional Communications with Shareholders &
Citizens
Collecting and Incorporating Shareholders and
Citizen Feedback
Shareholder & Citizens Rights & Responsibilities
Monitoring the Relationship with the Shareholders &
Citizens

Indigenized Governance Policy Model
Governance Policy Model
Governance Component
IV. Strategic Direction and Reporting
Guidance from Board to the Senior Manager

Reference Policy
• Strategic Planning Roles and Responsibilities
• Reporting and Accountability Requirements

Advisory Committee

Community Advisory Committee
§

As a community owned DC a community Advisory Committee is an excellent method to build capacity,
and support small business development and economic diversification.
§

§

It is important to note that small business development drives 98% of our provincial and federal
economies however, in our Nations the rates of small business development range from 2-15%, a fraction
of what is required to develop a healthy thriving economy and support self-sufficiency.

A community advisory ToR is a recommended limit set by Shareholders and supported by the Board,
and should include standard code of conduct/conflict of interest standards, as well as clearly stating:
§

§
§
§

Purpose (e.g. building awareness to support citizen engaged planning, plans/reporting, and opportunities
responsive to community needs/interests, and support good corporate governance by building future
Nation business leaders);
Not a decision-making body;
What resources can be established for the Advisory (honoraria, meeting space/materials/catering,
staff/technical expertise); and
Annual Plan/Reporting requirements.

Agreements
§

§

Additional agreements are typically needed for:
§

Loan repayments for investments made to support establishing the DC. This should not be at the cost of
sustaining the DC, but intended to support repayment terms and conditions. Without such an agreement
many communities resent their DC’s.

§

Reinvestment Agreements that support how and when the DC will provide payments to the Nation that
the Nation will control to supplement on-going program and service delivery. The defining of how is not
for the DC to define rather for the Shareholders to define.

Finally, it is important to wear the right hat and as a Council member who is also a Shareholder to be
clear on what function you are serving.

Closing
§

Q&A

§

Round Circle Closing Comments

§

Closing Prayer
Laara Yaghujaanas, M.A., Carden ConsulUng
laara@cardenconsulUng.com
www.cardenconsulUng.com
Ph: (604) 988-9500

